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Jan Teorell posits that various definitions of political participation can be classified into three main

categories. Each category corresponds to three different normative ideals of three different models of democracy.

The first category is political participation as influencing attempts which corresponds to the ideal of

representative model of democracy. The second category is political participation as a direct decision making,

corresponding to the ideal of participatory model of democracy. The final category is political participation as

political discussion, corresponding to the ideal of deliberative model of democracy (Teorell, 2006: 788-790). I

will briefly explain the three different models of democracy before I return to discussion on political

participation definition later on.

According to David Held, ideas about democracy from generations of political thinkers varied greatly.

Even though most thinkers agree on some basic features of democracy, such as the principle of rule by the

people, the ways it carried out received many debates. In order to make the diverse ideas about democracy

easier to understand, Held classifies 9 models of democracy: classical, republicanism, liberal, direct, competitive

elitist, pluralism, legal, participatory, and deliberative democracy. To make it even easier, Held extract it into 3

major models: direct or participatory democracy, liberal or representative democracy, and deliberative

democracy (Held, 2007: 4).

Liberal or representative model of democracy represent all variants of thought that promote democracy

as a system of rule emphasizing the mechanism of electing officers who best represent the interests and views of

citizens within the framework of the rule of law (Held, 2007: 4). This model suggests that the principle of rule

by the people can only be realistically carried out by representative mechanism. Especially in dense population

and complex societies, the opportunity for citizen participation in the decision making process is hardly

established. In most cases, the form of citizen participation doesn’t go beyond electing public officials in

election. These democratically elected officials then act as the citizen representatives to carry out governing

authorities. Thus, one of the key questions for this model of democracy is how representative are the



representatives? How democratic is the process of electing the representatives? How capable are the

representatives to represent the interests and views of citizens? And what innovation can the system provide to

better protect the interests of all citizens?

In contrast with the representative model, participatory model of democracy encourages direct

participation of citizens in public affairs’ decision-making process. This strand of democratic thought criticizes

liberal democrats for being too elitist and paying little attention to democratic experience of citizens in everyday

lives. Rather than focusing on participation at national level, which this perspective admits unlikely to be

opened for citizens’ direct participation, participatory democrats focus on participation at local settings which

are more likely to accommodate such participation. One of the clearest examples is citizens’ participation at the

workplace setting.

The workplace setting offers citizens a much more relevant context for citizens to exercise their ability

to participate in decision-making process. At some points, the workplace also provides similar situation to the

politics at national level: unequal power relations; but the citizens better understand the issues as they relate to

their concrete experiences. This is also precisely what participatory democrats attempt to realize, i.e. to bring

democracy manifests in citizens’ real experiences.

However, it is important to note that participatory democrats don’t completely reject the representative

model of democracy. The participatory democrats admit that the representative mechanism is still realistically

the best option at the national level. In fact, citizens’ direct participation in decision-making process at local

context complements it, as it also increases the capability of citizens (knowledge and skills) to participate at

national level.

The final strand of thought, deliberative democracy, broadly defined as “…any one of a family of

views according to which the public deliberation of free and equal citizens is the core of legitimate political

decision-making and self-governance….” (Bohman in Held, 2007: 237). Deliberative democrats radically reject

the view (especially the one hold by liberal or representative model of democracy) that citizens’ interests and

opinions are fixed. Rather than focusing on citizens’ existing opinions and interests, deliberative democrats

question the process of their formation. Have the citizens involved in rational discussions on certain issues

before they arrive at their existing opinions? Have the government take account and weigh all different views

before it make a decision?

For deliberative democrats, a rational political will, judgment, or decision should meet three criteria:

fact-regarding (as opposed to ignorant or doctrinaire), future-regarding (as opposed to short-sighted), and other-



regarding (as opposed to self-interested). Deliberative democrats contend that democratic processes and

institutions should be built around this model of reasonable political judgement.
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